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MESSAGE

SHAUNBAYLISCEO

So how are our children ‘really’ feeling? Of the 2,225 students surveyed,
Nearly 1 in 5 report contemplating suicide last year.
18% say they often, or always feel lonely.
59% of youth feel depressed about the future because of Covid-19.
A quarter of youth say their relationship with their parents/guardians worsened during the
pandemic.
pandemic. While (39%) say they “rarely” or “never” talk to a parent about their problems or feelings.

Our Commitment Goals include:
Our new VISION to ultimately foster and nurture a healthy and thriving community
through data driven decision making.
Our MISSION continues to be, to strengthen the quality of life for children, youth, and families.
Our OBJECTIVE is to become the industry leader in service delivery, research & training.
Promoting optimal outcomes.
Creating a work culture of continuous improvement, collaboration and best
accountability practices.
Open communication within the agency, clients, staff and partners.
Providing diverse interventions.
Offering a safe and respectful healthy work place environment.
And I wish to thank those who have supported our River House RENO
Campaign to fulfill our dream to bring core treatment services to Niagara South.
Yes in early 2023, Niagara South communities will have access to counselling
services in the heart of Welland.

HOWWEMEASUREUP
Balances Scorecard Summary: Agency Wide for period Ending March 31, 2022 / Quarter 4
Surveys are administered to client families for feedback on our customer service and quality, our
effectiveness to operate as an agency, staff engagement, wellness and retention as well as our fiscal
responsibility in being about to balance our budget.
Here is how Pathstone Mental Health as a whole, measures up:

91%

Item 4
25%

Item 1
25%

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS - 91%
Management of risk issues and client well-being
Met program and service standards

93%

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND QUALITY - 93%
Treatment goals met
Clients satisfied with service experience

94%

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND EXCELLENCE- 94%
Staff wellness
Staff retention

Item 3
25%

100%

FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY- 100%
Balanced annual budget
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Item 2
25%

April 2021 to March 2022

OURREGIONALREACH

Walk-In Clinic
Brief Services
Crisis & Support Line Calls
Family Intervention
Intensive Therapy Programs (Rotary House, Day Treatment & In-Home Support)
Supervised Parenting Time Niagara
Youth Justice
MITT (Mobile Intensive Treatment)
Early Years Child Care
*Some children & youth are helped by more than one service.

PATHSTONE’S SERVICES WERE ACCESSED 10,053 TIMES OVER THE PAST
12 MONTHS.
MEANTIME, 3,278 CHILDREN/YOUTH WERE SEEKING OUR SUPPORT FOR
THE VERY FIRST TIME.
OVERALL, THIS EQUATED TO 58,686 DIRECT COUNSELLING HOURS.
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ACCREDITATIONCANADA

For the the 2021-2022 year

DOLLARS&CENTS

THE STORY
For the year ending March 31, 2022, Pathstone continued to focus on meeting the needs
of Niagara families, which have greatly increased during the pandemic. This included
maintaining, expanding and supporting in-person meetings, walk-in clinics, the crisis line
and the continued use of virtual meeting technology. Pathstone continues to monitor wait
times and the ever changing and growing needs of the community.

REVENUE
Total revenue is greater than the previous year by 3.3%. This increase is associated with a
4% funding increase from the Ministry of Health (MOH) which was used to support
staffing needs.

EXPENSES
Expenses increased by 2.8% over the prior year. The additional expenses were tied
directly to the increased funding received. Investments were made in additional staff,
virtual/IT technology costs and program costs for existing programs.

At the end of the year, Pathstone Mental Health realized an Excess of Revenues over
Expenses of $14,151.
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MESSAGE

JENNIFERFERGUSON

Through the first year of the pandemic Pathstone demonstrated its ability to
successfully navigate the changing demands of mental health. The second year has
been defined by our versatility and perseverance in caring for children’s mental
health through the many waves of Covid-19.
We are extraordinarily proud of the commitment of the skilled workforce at
Pathstone – who true to form stepped up again and again to meet the mental health
needs of children in our community. With increased waitlists and the ever increasing
mental health demands, the team continued to support each other through
innovation, the ongoing implementation of virtual care and by remaining nimble
during these rapidly shifting times.
Pathstone has continued to work to move forward and prepare for the future. Led by
a collaborative team, we have gathered the input of our employees, our clients, our
volunteers, our Board of Directors, our community partners and so many more to be
able to successfully launch our strategic plan for the next five years.

CHAIR
Jennifer Ferguson

VICE-CHAIR
Laura Fyfe

TREASURER
Karen Smith-Curtis

SECRETARY
Carling Wright

BOARD MEMBERS
Benoit Beausoleil
David Ceglie
John Darch (Liaison)
Paddie Lucas
Brad Mayhew
Willow Shawanoo

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT TEAM

Our latest endeavour, in partnership with Pathstone Foundation, has been the
purchase of the River House in Welland. We are excited to expand care into this
facility and provide the much needed, close to home support for those in Niagara
South.

Shaun Baylis
Chief Executive Officer
Bill Helmeczi
Director of
Mental Health Services

One of the positive outcomes of the pandemic – yes, there are a few – has been
increased cooperation and integration between service providers across our
community. We are convinced that the future of children’s mental health lies in
integration of services resulting in seamless patient experience and the best
possible care.
As we close out another year of change and progress, the Board of
Directors thanks CEO Shaun Baylis for his innovative leadership, as well
as the collaborative leadership team and all employees for the dedication
they have shown this past year to the children, youth, and families of
Niagara. We would also like to thank those who volunteered their time,
donated, raised money, and supported Pathstone throughout various
other channels. The amount of community engagement and support for
our cause has been amazing to see and continues to elevate awareness of
children’s mental health and the needs within our community.

Jennifer Ferguson
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Pathstone Mental Health
Board of Directors, Chair

IMMEDIATESERVICES at Pathstone Mental Health

FAMILYENGAGEMENTCOUNCIL
Prior to the Commitment Charter being signed, in 2018 a
survey was distributed to just over 150 staff at child and youth
mental health agencies assessing their organization’s readiness
to implement family engagement practices. We have since
repeated that survey and compared the results. Some of the
findings below show us that we are moving in the right
direction.

For example:
When asked, "Has our agency clearly defined practices in place
to support family engagement?" In 2018 the staff responded
with general neutrality to this question, indicating that while
they felt their leadership believed in the commitment and
importance of family engagement, not much operationally had
been established to support it. In this year’s survey we see
those results jump to where staff indicated a strong agreement
with this statement. This is in part due to:
Practices that support families participating in internal
organizational committees
Families being involved in research and evaluation as part
of the research team and not just subjects of the research
Family Engagement Policy, and Procedures being
developed and adopted by the organizations
Expanded consultations with our Family Engagement
Network
When staff were asked, "Are you aware of engagement
opportunities for families?" In 2018, only 24% could identify
any engagement opportunities. In this year’s survey, that
number rose to 64%. It is important for staff to be aware of
engagement opportunities as they are key supporters of
engaging families and need to communicate these
opportunities.

Members
HAILEY SQUIRES
AMY WILSON
CARLA BIANCO
MARCELLA BLANCHARD
TOM BARNES
KATHLEEN BARNES
LINDA GRUBIC
MICHELLE SANDERS

Plus
JULIE ANDERSON
of Contact Niagara
JOCELYNE MBUYI
of Centre de Santé

THEPOWEROFOURPEOPLE
OUR VOLUNTEERS are an integral part of our team, sharing their time and talents to help
support kids and families dealing with mental health issues in Niagara.
WHO ARE THEY? Students gaining valuable experience, full-time professionals giving
back to their community, and seniors who share knowledge gathered over a lifetime.
THANK YOU, for your unwavering support, and riding this rollercoaster of a pandemic
with us. You helped others in a time of great need and were continuously adapting with us
between in-person and virtual volunteer activities.
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MESSAGE

RUTHUNRAU

Throughout 2021, Pathstone Foundation continued to adapt to our new
reality in creative and innovative ways. We are a board of dedicated
volunteers that are passionate about the work being done by Pathstone
Mental Health, in addition to overseeing a social enterprise in the operating
of The Branscombe Centre building.
In the role of CEO, Shaun continues to demonstrate great leadership through
collaboration, navigating both the Foundation and Pathstone Mental Health
teams through the challenges that continued in year two of the pandemic.

CHAIR
Ruth Unrau

VICE-CHAIR
John Darch

TREASURER/SECRETARY

Never to sit still, Pathstone Foundation continued putting the care of kids
first and are expanding mental health services to Niagara South. Thanks to a
generous donor, we were able to purchase 102 River Road in Welland, to be
named River House. This site will offer in-person one-on-one counselling,
walk-in clinic services, group clinics, parenting sessions and child-minding;
putting care so much closer to children and families across Niagara South.
Zeroing in on our Fundraising duo, Kim and Michelle are an absolute dream
team. Their ability to understand programming needs coupled with their
amazing fundraising efforts have ensured we will continue to deliver existing
services, and create new programs. They modified events to be “Covid-Safe”
allowing our community to stay connected and engaged in Pathstone’s
mission.

Some of our Proudest Moments over the past year included:
The Wellness Wall program, designed by the Foundation Team, these installations were put up in high-traffic areas at 164 NCDSB and
DSBN schools. This program focused on mental wellness, self-discovery and directed students to mental health support if they needed it.
Innovation continued to play a role in the Foundation for a second straight year, Pathstone’s Worry Monster Pop Up campaign
(online) won the Special Award Category (20 staff and under across Canada) presented by Charity Village at their annual Conference.
The Foundation funded the hiring of 3 additional counsellors to help reduce the wait list acquired through the pandemic.
The grand re-opening of Pathstone’s site on Merrittville Hwy. named, The Mountainview Centre for Innovative Learning.
This site was upgraded both inside and outside, and now includes outdoor play and learning hubs including outdoor
classrooms.
The Branscombe building is now almost fully leased and continues to generate revenue.

To say that we’ve accomplished a great deal in the past year feels
like an understatement. I’m personally so very proud and
honoured to be part of this great organization, and I look forward
to the next year and the many things we will accomplish
together.
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Martin Zaremba

BOARD MEMBERS
Sarah Ane
David Boychuck
Ken Chan
Owen Hughes
Betty-Lou Souter
Greg Wight

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Shaun Baylis
Chief Executive Officer
Kim Rossi
Director of Philanthropy & PR

NEWSTRAVELSFAST
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“Thank you so much for the Worry Monster! Mia takes it with her everywhere
she goes. She tells her every night to gobble up anything on her mind or worries
she has so she can sleep well. It has been a great buddy for her to have. She said
she sleeps better and feels safer, like she doesn’t have to worry because the
worry monster can do it instead!” She has named her Violet.
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FOUNDATIONHIGHLIGHTS
In addition to fundraising, the Foundation also embarks on a
number of awareness, education, and prevention initiatives.
The Very Hungry Worry Monster Campaign saw $10,000 raised and over
400 Worry Monsters purchased and gifted to Pathstone kids.

In loving memory of a dear friend and Pathstone volunteer Rachael Monaghan.
Heart in the Park took place at Fireman’s Park in Niagara Falls. The morning was
filled with meditation, yoga and reflection of how important mental wellness is.

Meet Bryan Krasovskis, He’s a passionate runner, but a few months into the
pandemic and he will tell you it started playing with his mind emotionally and
mentally.
As an essential worker at Sobeys in Stoney Creek, he faced COVID-19 daily, and the mental health
effects of that were weighing on him. Bryan was training for a marathon when the world closed down.
“Races were being cancelled one after the other. My drive to and from work each day was met with
empty streets. I found it all to be quite depressing and my motivation started to slip." Then Bryan decided
to take control of his health both mentally and physically and began a running streak he called Miles for
Mental Health. He ran everyday and on day number 365, for his grand finale, he ran from Burlington to
Toronto in support of Pathstone. His Sobeys family planned a great surprise to celebrate him!

After seeing a 90% increase in eating disorder cases, Pathstone needed
additional training for our team to ensure we could accommodate the growing
number of youth who needed us.
In just 30 days we received 65 new cases of teens who were suffering. Another Pop-Up Project brought in
over $10,000 for enhanced training for 14 staff and also allowed Pathstone to bring on a nutritionist at no
cost to our clients. Special thanks to the J.P. Bickell Foundation for their support on this project.
Third party events support so many programs at Pathstone, we couldn’t make our year without the help
of our community. In July, Pathstone was the recipient of funds raised at the Andy Koschok Memorial
Golf Tournament held at Legends Golf Course. $13,766 was raised and was directed to our Brief
Services Program which has been experiencing a significant wait list since the pandemic began.
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FOUNDATIONHIGHLIGHTS
After a few delays, we were finally able to announce our newest event, Market
Square Summer Social. With an idea to support local business and our charity,
we connected with area restaurants, wineries, breweries and beaneries to come
together and showcase their best to our guests at Market Square in downtown St. Catharines. Just over
120 people attended this Covid-Friendly event which saw them tour through vendors with their MSSS
volunteer and then head to dinner at one of our participating restaurants. This event will only get bigger
and better.
Make that NINE! In August, Pathstone officially opened its 9th In-Person Walk-In Clinic in Fonthill,
funded by the Town of Pelham, The Fenwick Lions Club, Fonthill Lions Club, The Fonthill Kinsmen Club,
and the Pelham Library. Each Tuesday, the walk-in clinic is open on the second floor of the Meridian
Community Centre. For more info, visit www.pathstonementalhealth.ca/walk-in-clinic/

We reopened our Pathstone site on Merrittville Highway, now named the
Mountainview Centre for Innovative Learning. Inside we installed a new HVAC
system thanks to support from OTF. Outside, our “Sky Full of Stars” donors
funded the creation of a series of outdoor learning and play hubs, complete with two outdoor classrooms
for our Grade 1–8 students. A $1M gift from Mountainview Building Group made this major renovation
and revitalization possible.
It was a dry and sunny day for the Niagara Golf Marathon at Royal Niagara Golf Course. A record number
of participants played 100 holes in a single day! Pathstone received $37,600! Special thanks to the
Pathstone team which included Shelley Dix, Katarina Chataway and Kim Rossi.
Lowe’s Canada Home Heroes Campaign was a month-long, high energy effort in September. The Niagara
Falls RONA location picked Pathstone as their charity of choice for a second straight year and in turn
became Pathstone Ambassadors! Thanks to community donations made at the check-out and a corporate
gift match of $2,000, Pathstone received just over $31,203 this year. This gift was designated to our Brief
Services program (6 sessions or less of mental health support) which amassed a significant wait list
through the pandemic.
Corporations that typically participate in Cotton Inc’s Annual Golf Tournament took a second year off golf
but still gave. Pathstone was supported with a $10,000 gift!
The Duliban Fun Run, held in Fonthill - raised a total of just under $17,500. A little surprise arrived a few
weeks later that resulted in another $15K being raised! Extra Special thanks to Andrea Bushey, event
planner extraordinaire, as well as Adam and Jason Duliban and their enthusiastic team!
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FOUNDATIONHIGHLIGHTS
Philanthropy can start early. Hunter, Max, Preston and Jacob are four youth
from St. Davids who saw a can’t lose opportunity. They set up a lemonade stand
in support of Pathstone outside The Grist, a new and very busy restaurant.
While customers waited for a table, which happens all of the time, the boys sold them chef pressed
lemonade and raffle tickets. They raised $1,400 and were the inspiration behind Pathstone’s Youth
Program, Lemons2Lemonade. Now, money raised for Pathstone through any youth event (18 and under)
will be MATCHED, dollar for dollar by Meridian. Connect with our Foundation office to find out more,
and to get your L2L kit so you can get started! Email: events@pathstonefoundation.ca.

To call it a bake sale, is an UNDERSTATEMENT! The Kids for ADHD Awareness
Bake Sale or as we called it, "Not Your Mama's Bake Sale" was an outdoor sugar
rush offering sweets and treats for every palate. Special thanks to Loredana Rizzo
of Salon Carrizz and her team who baked their hearts out and raised over $3k.

In November the only fashion needed, is PLAID. The entire month of November
is all about #ProjectPlaid (#PP) in loving Memory of Amelia Durocher.
2021 was a banner year for this campaign that saw over 60 schools, and countless businesses take part.
Over 900 #PP toques were sold and thousands of “I Donated” #PP stickers were handed out. This
campaign each November encourages sharing and conversation around mental health, wearing plaid
(Amelia’s signature look) and supporting Pathstone through a purchase or donation. November 26, 2021
was Plaid Friday! Thanks to a generous match from Meridian, $119, 610.38 was raised! This year, Plaid
Friday is November 25th. Look for us at the Pen Centre at our Pathstone Pop-Up Shop (near Starbucks)!
If you are keeping track, it was our 3rd Portraits in the Vineyard. This year, we welcomed 300 people
back to Calamus Estate Winery. Special Thanks to Haskell Photography, David, Guen, Bill and Sawyer.
Winston & Family from The Guilty Burger and Rick Tessier & Family from Tessier Pools. This was our final
#ProjectPlaid Event.

We hosted our FOURTH annual Thank-a-Thon. A team of our volunteers made
calls and sent emails to over 1,100 people who had made gifts to Pathstone over the
past year. It’s always a feel good kinda’ morning.
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EXPANDINGSERVICES Niagara South

Support the
Campaign by
scanning the
code..................................

WAYSTOGIVE

COMMUNITYPARTNERS

DIGITALINNOVATION

Pathstone Mental Health was committed to creating virtual service delivery methods as
early as 2019. The landscape of work was dramatically impacted by the impacts of the
global pandemic. Despite increased adversity Pathstone Mental Health’s internal Digital
Working Group worked tirelessly to develop robust and enhanced service delivery
methods. We are proud to have developed seamless tele mental health services for all
clinical services. Our innovation extended to a 90% paperless pathway for all finance
operations. Further we have a seamless method for all other operational services.
The Digital Working Group is committed to ongoing monitoring and evaluation of the
developed and innovative pathways. A user survey was conducted which utilized survey
data and focus group feedback. We are elated to share that clients reported confidence in
privacy, ease of usage, reduction of barriers, convenience, and quality of care. Similarly,
providers noted increased ability to offer service to clients, increased ease in scheduling,
reduction in barriers and a belief this has increased service opportunities.
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OURSTRATEGICPLAN
Pathstone Mental Health’s Strategic Plan is bold and aspirational.
The Design Committee was elated to present the completed Strategic Plan and
Agency values to staff, community, and collaborating Agencies.
We are well on our way to operationalization! It is a very exciting and energizing
time. Each team has developed initiatives that will work toward realizing the
Mission, Vision and Goals of the Agency. Further, all initiatives will align with areas
indicated in the Agency Values (below).
MISSION: Strengthening the quality of life for children, youth and families who are
dealing with mental health and addiction challenges.
VISION: Pathstone Mental Health is committed to fostering and nurturing a healthy
and thriving community for all.
VALUES: Pathstone Mental Health aims to become the industry leader in service
delivery, research and training. These will be achieved through family and youth
engagement, innovation, accountability & transparency, diversity & inclusion, and a
healthy workplace.
Pathstone Mental Health is committed to operating under and promoting the
core values of Research, Engagement, Safety, Professionalism, Excellence,
Collaboration, and Trauma-Informed (care / service).

OURSUPPORTERS
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OURSUPPORTERS
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OURSUPPORTERS
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OURSUPPORTERS

Niagara Community Foundation (NCF) has
been instrumental in supporting Pathstone
with countless transformative grants.
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COME JOIN
OUR
FABU LOUS
TEAM!
Scan for the latest job opportunities.

1338 Fourth Avenue,
St. Catharines, ON, L2S 0G1
905.688.6850
PathstoneMentalHealth.ca

